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Personal Construct Theory

A 

Brief 

Introduction



Personal Constructs� Humans create their own realities� Constructs are influenced by social contexts� Are developed through one’s interactions and experiences in the world� “Give people structure & meaning to how they interpret the world.” (DiLollo & Manning, 2007, p. 117)� People act as scientists and use PC’s to predict and hypothesize regarding events and outcomes (Kelly, 1955)



Why Personal Constructs?
� Young children are constantly developing, revising, 

and modifying their personal constructs� Through experiences in a social context
� These constructs serve as the lenses of the child’s 

perception� The child bases his/her actions upon the constructs s/he develops



The SLP affects how these lenses 

are shaped

� How the child perceives 
talking and him/herself 
as a communicator� The clinician can help 
the child develop a view 
that s/he has choices to 
make as to how s/he 
talks



Personal Constructs� Based on the personal constructs developed, the child� May perceive effective talking as equating to not stuttering� May view stuttering as a personal flaw; something to be ashamed and embarrassed of� May view him/herself as being a poor talker/communicator, compared to “normal” speakers� How the SLP discusses talking and communication with 
parents and the child will� Help to shape the lenses (constructs) a child uses � Towards self and communication in general� To develop constructs where child predicts/hypothesizes successful communication interactions with others



SLP Shapes or Grinds the Lens that 

Talking is Viewed Through 
� In the eye of the � Child� Parent� Family members� Teacher



A “Healthy” Perspective Towards Talking

� A multi-valued orientation

� An internal locus of control



Developing a Multi-Valued Orientation 

� Two-valued orientation� Behaviors are lumped into one of two piles, the “good” 
pile or the “bad” pile� “Correct” vs. “incorrect” talking

� Multi-valued orientation� Behaviors are viewed on a continuum, seen as having 
degrees of “goodness” or “badness”� There are “different kinds of talking”



Developing an Internal Locus of Control
� External locus of control� Behaviors are viewed as something that “happens” for 

example, “I don’t know why it happened.”

� Internal locus of control� Behaviors are viewed as something one does, and as a 
result, can be modified� Reduces / removes feelings of “loss of control”� Child� Parent� ILC is very empowering to the individual



The Younger Child's Ability to Understand� Child typically has limited understand� Emerging meta abilities� Limited experience with reflecting� A double-edged sword� Good news� Child enters therapy with minimal pre-existing attitudes towards talking� SLP has opportunity to develop the child’s attitude(s)� Bad news� Child is highly vulnerable� Essential to include people in child’s environment (family, teachers, etc.)



Developing a Child’s Beliefs
►Words are more than descriptions of the territory, they 

are the evaluations► They reflect our perceptions
►How we think is directly related to how we talk

►The child has had limited experience thinking about 
talking► The perception towards talking that we weave in the child lays the foundation of beliefs that will serve as a filter for her/his future thoughts regarding talking ► All persons involved with the child must share a similar belief system regarding talking



Shaping the Lenses of Others

►The parent and teacher may come into the therapy 
situation with preconceived ideas of talking, therapy 
and what they should be like

►The SLP is the manager of perceptions 
and beliefs regarding talking and/or 
therapy



THE THERAPY ENVIRONMENT� CHILD AND FAMILY STRENGTHS ARE THE FOCUS.� CHILD AND FAMILY FEEL SUCCESSFUL AS 
COMMUNICATORS.� THERAPY ACTIVITIES ARE ENJOYABLE AND NON-
STRESSFUL.� CLINICIAN SPEECH MODELS ARE SLOW, RELAXED, 
POSITIVE.



WORKING WITH CHILDREN:

AREAS OF FOCUS

� ENHANCING SELF-ESTEEM AS A 
COMMUNICATOR

� IDENTIFYING AND LABELING KINDS OF 
TALKING

� MAKING CHOICES OF WAYS TO TALK



Developing an awareness of talking
►Learning to describe others’ talking► Usually introduced when discussion of disfluency is introduced►Clinician provides different examples of disfluency and the child must accurately describe them►Child is encouraged to listen for disfluencies when other people talk, becomes a part of an ongoing assignment



Listening for Different Kinds of 

Talking

� Here’s a 3 year-old being introduced to a “listening 
competition” to encourage her to identify the 
clinicians’ different kinds of talking (EX 1)



CLINICIAN DISFLUENCY� When the clinician is disfluent, using repetitions, irregular 
rate, etc., it allows her/him to� Model a lack of concern regarding repetitions � I usually tell the child that I bounce and I like it� Show the child that one can choose to talk differently, in a way that includes less disfluency if desired, and � Opens the door for modeling how I talk about talking (matter-of-fact, it’s just “different ways of talking”) for the child and his/her family.



Fluency
►Discussion of aspects of fluency► All-together talking, synthesized syllables ► The coarticulatory nature of speech► This is NOT continuous voicing► Spaces, segmented syllables ► Speech that is lacking coarticulatory flow







A Focus on Production� Child learns to use ATT, first in easier situations with fewer 
demands� Here are two examples� Example One � The young man is using ATT while playing “Guess Who” (EX 2)� Example Two (and Three)� The young girl is practicing ATT at the sentence level “phone” activity and then during a less structured activity (EX 3, EX 4)



Talking About Talking
� Video Example� A young boy explaining the different kinds of talking to his clinicians (or with his clinicians)(EX 5)



FACILITATE RATE REDUCTION

� Use Slightly 
Exaggerated Models

� Describe In Concrete 
Terms

�Move From 
Structured Practice 

� Traffic Cop Who 
Rewards Slow Speech



LEARN TO USE WHOLE 

WORD REPETITIONS

LEARN TO USE WHOLE 

WORD REPETITIONS
� Use ‘easy bounces’ 

as a normal part of 
talking

� Use ‘easy bounces’ 
to make a stutter 
easier to say



WORKING WITH FAMILIES:

AREAS OF FOCUS

MAY INCLUDE:

� LEARNING ABOUT FLUENCY, STUTTERING

� LEARNING NEW WAYS TO TALK 

� LEARNING WAYS TO SUPPORT DEVELOP FLUENCY 

� SHARING ATTITUDES AND FEELINGS ABOUT 
HAVING A CHILD WHO STUTTERS 



WORKING WITH FAMILIES:

AREAS OF FOCUS
THE THERAPY ENVIRONMENT

1. FOCUS ON WHAT THE FAMILY IS DOING THAT 
IS ALREADY HELPING (e.g., coming to therapy, 
playing at child’s level, giving child talking time)

2. SUPPORT FAMILY AS THEY CHOOSE 
STRATEGIES

3. PRACTICE STRATEGIES WITH FAMILY

4. HELP FAMILY TO DETERMINE WAYS TO 
EVALUATE STRATEGIES



FAMILIES NEED INFORMATION

�Why does my child stutter?1. The cause of stuttering is unknown, but several factors put a child at risk.               2. Some children have an inherited tendency to stutter.          3. Whether or not they will depends on how their physical makeup and environment interact.                                                 4. Stuttering results from the complex interaction of a number of risk factors.`
�Why does my child stutter?1. The cause of stuttering is unknown, but several factors put a child at risk.               2. Some children have an inherited tendency to stutter.          3. Whether or not they will depends on how their physical makeup and environment interact.                                                 4. Stuttering results from the complex interaction of a number of risk factors.`



FAMILIES NEED INFORMATION

� Will my child outgrow stuttering? 
Yes, if:1. onset before age 42. female3. no family history4. no other developmental problems5. stuttering lasted less than 15 months6. less than 3 stuttering-like behaviors per 100 words7. family is not overly concerned
� Will my child outgrow stuttering? 

Yes, if:1. onset before age 42. female3. no family history4. no other developmental problems5. stuttering lasted less than 15 months6. less than 3 stuttering-like behaviors per 100 words7. family is not overly concerned



FAMILIES NEED INFORMATION

�What maintains the 
stuttering?1. time pressure     2. performance demands             3. language formulation        *4. fatigue, excitement, worry              5. changes in routine             6. reactions to stuttering



FAMILIES NEED INFORMATION

�What is regression and how 
can I prepare for it?

� Should I let up on discipline 
to reduce demands?

� Should I talk with my child 
about stuttering and how?

�How do I talk about my 
child’s speech with family 
and friends?



MODIFY 

SPEECH and/or LANGUAGE

ALTERING TIME 
DEMANDS

� Slow Speech Rate

� Slow Conversation Pace

� Eliminate interruptions

� Allow time between turns

� Allow ample time



MODIFY 

SPEECH and/or LANGUAGE� Comments for complex questions� Confirm intent� Scaffold� Talking rest time



MODIFY PONTENTIAL 

STRESSORS� Establish clear turn-taking rules� Set up special  interaction times� Implement structure/routine� Minimize fluency stressors (fatigue, excitement)



DEVELOP SUPPORTIVE REACTIONS

� LEARN HOW I REACT NOW

�AVOID NEGATIVE COMMENTS

� FOCUS ON CHILD’S MESSAGE

� EXPRESS ACCEPTANCE, REACT 

NEUTRALLY

�ACKNOWLEDGE CHILD’S FEELINGS



DOES IT WORK?

YES!

� Gottwald, S.R.  (2010).  Working with preschoolers who 
stutter and their families: A multi-dimensional approach. 
In B. Guitar and R. McCauley (Eds.),Treatment of 
stuttering: Established and emerging interventions.
Baltimore, MD: Lippincott, Williams, & Wilkins.

� Gottwald, S.R. & Starkweather, C.W. (1999).  Stuttering 
prevention and early intervention:  A multi-process 
approach.  In M. Onslow & A. Packman (Eds.), Early 
stuttering: A handbook of intervention strategies
(pp. 53-82).  San Diego, CA: Singular.



CLINICAL EFFICACY DATA (Unpublished)� Follow up data 4- 5+ years after therapy � 82% reported very mild to no stuttering  (18/22)� 1 child who required additional therapy after initial discharge had a HX of cleft lip/palate, speech/language delay (TX focused on fluency and language)� Of the 4 others � 1 continues to stutter severely (child has significant medical complications)� 2 stutter mildly using easy repetitions, no limiting effects� 1 who also had phonological errors at onset, has had additional fluency therapy, stutters mildly with no limiting effects reported � Number of sessions ranged from 17-56 (Mean = 42)



CLINICAL EFFICACY DATA� STUDY ONE: 1983-88� 55 families began therapy; 7 withdrew and of those 7, 4 
continued to stutter� At study end, 3 families continued in therapy� 45 children achieved normal fluency as reported by 
parents at 2-year follow-up phone call� Average length of therapy: 12 sessions� STUDY TWO: 1993-96� 15 families, 1 withdrew and still stuttered, 14 maintained normal fluency at 1-year follow-up phone call� Average length of therapy: 14.5 sessions



CLINICAL EFFICACY DATA� STUDY THREE: 1997-2006� 30 families began therapy; 3 still in therapy at 
conclusion of study� 26 achieved and maintained normal fluency as reported 
by parents at 1-year � 1 child started stuttering again when family relocated� Average length of therapy: 13.7 sessions



THANK-YOU FOR YOUR 

INTEREST IN SUPPORTING 

YOUNG CHILDREN WHO 

STUTTER AND THEIR FAMILIES!


